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1 - Economic Growth - . -, ; r . .

áincel974, the Egyptian economy, has .experienced, a period
of sustained growth. Output as measured by real GDP.has been increasing
at an average rate of bétweén 4and 5 % per; annum; Published data indicate
a higher rate of growth in the area of 8 %, However, such a high rate is
due to inadéquate data, faulty pride indicés biased towards underestimating
inflation rate and errors1 of conceptual definition. The-.most.obvious
example of this'latter data inadequacy is that GDP. and; $1.figures
reflect a mixture òf real increase in output and-income transfers
t . ) i •_;» f~i v. f.v : v . • ... k ^

including subsidies. AJUoWàttcu for ail thè'se-factor s point .out .

conclusively to a rate of growth not exceeding 5 % by any me.ans;*.

This average rate*of growth continued'in the last two years,
perhaps at a slightly decelerated rate. While official .statistics are
available only for 1979, nil available indicators such as investment

*'7.v;VV ji I/. V' ' .- . r. .. „

figures, construction inputs and capital-goods imports support such a
■

I :■ i V/\ f • í. : /N • . ; - • .

conclusion, " ' ' ' r 4 J/

A sustained rate of growth of 4 to 5 % per annum in real terms
is not a bad performance by both domestic and international standards .

It compares favourably with; the rate of growth attained during the
period from the mid-sixties to the mid-seventies which was approximately
half the above stated rate. Furthermore, .it represents a rate of growth
of real per capita income of 2 %.

• V ' : 1 • . ■: : 1 ; '

i If we take into consideration also the fact that during the last
7 years Egypt has embarked on massive overall changes in its system, from
the pseudo-socialist one of the sixties to the liberal "open door" policy
which is currently ongoing,; one would appreciate mpre the achieved rate
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of growth. System transformation strains government decision-making
capacity and process, is usually correlated with the emergence of
bottlenecks and creates uncertainties. All these are not conducive to
a rate of growth higher than the achieved one.

At the same time, if we put Egypt's growth in its global
growth context, it ranks favourably compared to other developing
countries. International stagflation made life difficult for non-oil
developing countries » Egypt vas amongst the lucky oties, thanks■*"" ; : • j £ I ' • . 'j I I '
mainlv to the rapid growth in oil production and'exports during this
period.

j... That is for GDP growth. NI, on the other hand, increased at
a faster rate. The main reason is the country's favourable external
balance of factor services. The surplus in this balance increased from
zero before 1974- to circa a billion and a half L. È. in the last year. The
main source of income in this balance is, of course, workers' remittances

Welfare

J A rate of growth of real income per capita of over 2% means
of course a steadily, even, if slowly, rising standard of living of the
Egyptian people. The rise in. welfare is even higher if we take into
consideration the allocation of aggregate consumption between household
and government consumption. Public expenditure, which is tantamount to
consumption on such items as defence, huge and unproductive government
machinery, while might be necessary, does not contribute to welfare.

f •, . • •' . • '
~a -, ; :

' " ' ■ • •' ' •,: ) -. :. ,j . _

In recent years , the pattern ,of. allocation of total consumption
between private and public undertook substantial change. Between 1973
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and 1979, while public consumption barely doubled, private consumption
increased 3.5. times. While part of this substantial discrepancy in the
rate of growth of the two components of consumption could be due to
relative inflation rate, there is no question about it that private
■' • '■ ' ) - ' - - ■ •' . »! ;..fh , Y J i i- ' I j i
con.sumpti.on increased at a faster rate than public consumption. Phis,
of course, .means a faster increase in welfare, as measured ána"indicated

1 •*" " * 8 " !-' » ' • " ••• : V ' j ;'•*) O ;)'/«! : jit. ( . i' •

by expenditure aggregates, than is shown by the growth in Nl.•
•

V ' '! „ Y, ;>.i .. • I ' ).i',

' r " : *' ' '■* ' it'..-;; -i-'.-iii :<} /ivi1 ■ /;• <ji., or,
The factors underlying the change in the pattèrn òf allocation

of consumption are : the ending of the state of war with Israel and the
ensuing reduction in defence burden on the one hand; and, on the Other
haqd, the faster growth of the private sector relative to the government
sector.

'.'J . . '• . ;•• ..

However, a major negative influence in welfare gains
emanatine from the growth in aggregate NI and the decline in the share

; 1 ' i, : • v •' » ','j • V'/ . ' • > f - i-• í • v-jrj Zt - ;• '5 .*■/•.*
of government consumption, resulted from major and rapid worsening in
the pattern of income distribution. Liberalisation, "open dóor" policies
and thejr concomittant price changes of both commodities arid factors'* ' '• •' • *■* ' ï . '' '( y :.l .i •Í 11 • j • i i r. ., j |
of production benefited mainly a small percentage of the population, while
the bulk of the population either did not acquire any net gains, or became
worse off. If it were not for workers' remittances, and the benevolent
social system of Egvpt, this factor could have constituted a serious social
and political problem. In fact, if the past trend is not rectified sòon,

, it could potentially be explosive.
'

• •* i í.-: • :• ' » .1 ,

,i V"r, /

2 -, Structural factors
■—. — ri-rf-. j « ■ : -,

; J.a^ Inputs :

The above-described growth in output and income on the one

hand, and changes in income distribution between government and households
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and within the household sector on the other hand (bv factor share and by
income brackets) were accompanied by major structurai changes.

Firstly, the growth in output was not accompanied by similar
growth in productive employment .Tt leaned towards a capital-intensive
factor mix, and modern technology. While, in a sense, this is a welcome
development representing a move towards modernisation of the prevalent
obsolete production techniques - whether in traditional sectors such as
agriculture and construction, or in industry - it did not generate sufficient
employment,

•' '• ' ' l \ . ' ' ■ . ■ .

During the same period, while population was growing at an
average rate of 2*6 % per annum, emplovment increased at half this rate.
This reinforced the trend towards a declining labour force participation
rate which ha$ been characterising Egypt's labour market for a number
of years. Needless to say, such a trend flies in the face of all historical
experiences and cross-sectional evidences. The current rate of labour
force participation rate is 24%, i.e. less than one quarter of the
population is contributing to the country's work force; a very low level

'•1 • " • ,5 jj. yy1

for a country at Egypt's level of development both socially and economically.
' * • • ' ' I ' 1 V. Î . . ' . ! y ...... .

This trend in the labour market and the pattern of growth and
structural change underlying it was made possible by the massive export
of labour, particularly to the oil rich Arab countries which took place

St., •• . ; ; . , • ! , •

pari passu. Without labour export, the experienced pattern of growth would
have been very difficult to materialize without causing social and political
turmoil. Temporary worker emigration constituted an outlet For labour
surplus.
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- : T wo dimensions of this temporary relief to Egypt's lagging
■■■■■• :,r.,

demand for labour must be pointed out. Firstly, its temporary nature,
since it'is uhiikely that,previous pace could be maintained in the eighties.
Labour emigration is more likely to taper off. Secondly, emigrant labour
has been selective, and quite often it competed with domestic demand for
s pec ific type;of labour ï particularly, skilled labour in the constructionr "A........... y. f / : I ï i ' • n' ; i • » I t,

sector and its affiliated industries. It led to. higher labour cost and lower
"

quality in Egypt in these industries. In other words, it was not a cost
free solution. ...... _ ,

The growth of population was also accompanied by an even
f'àstèr urbanisation rate. Stagnqtioji in agriculture , coupled with rapid
growth in trade, finance and other services in urban areas, gave a
greater impetus to.the national social trend towards urbanisation
characteristic of a country at Egypt's level of development.

' i > !' '-'-.'il . J j •• ■. • . • .• "I ' ' ' • i ' , : 1 •

This created two problems of a structural nature. One,
with lack of infrastructural planning and accommodation, it created
bottlenecks , congestions and other disequilibrfa that are becoming
problematic. The problem was also accentuated by inappropriate
policies , particulariy price policies. Maintaining the past pattern of
urban growth is not only not possible fçr long, but also is becoming very

1 ' costly ahd inimical to investment, i.e. a disincentive. It can also transcend
the economic sphere to become a social and political problem which it already

" ' stárted 1 Unrest can originate not only from the poorest elements of the
population, but from nestless and frustrated urban middle income classes.

' More serious , however, is the fact that spatial urban expansion
pattern has been at the expense of thç arable land area. It is guesstimated

■ i'i'i : ,y"OWt;': t>! s-'O'pulist'îc.i • "■ ni sV fiCCC' :•; :Y ■■ 1 on
: •. m., • ■ ;. .■ 1 í- ; ci t./, . ■: i ■ oi u a/. icoitur , •:■■■ >ie,! wit a .an

. !■ :.'ia : ■ ji , - " a ii.'Cii r ■ ■ an

J
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by official government authorities that urban expansion eats circa
50,000 Feddans each year from the country's 6 million Feddatis
cultivable land. Of course, this pattern could not be maintained
for long either, i ' . ;i v '• - "

;
■ ; i'.1 iVr'1. -■ i ,

J •'

'P ' ' • ' ' V ; i " . ,i.

In summary, Egypt needs urgently a new urban development
strategy and plan. Spatial urban expansion must be channeled áway
from arable land towards desert fringes',/ coastal arëàs etch Further¬
more, vast investment must be undertaken to reclaim new lands to keep
pace with population growth.

•
' •

> ; -J. •.

, . • • , ; . , . . i

Already some efforts are being.made in this direction.
However, these efforts are ^sporadic and are not coordinated.
Achieving this long-term objective requires serious and meticulous
planning at both national and regional levels. Egypt is in need more
than ever of rationalizing and strengthening its planning mechanism
and process .

If we are to estimate Egypt's capital needs during the 1980's
■ ' • •.» •• *

•

. • • • • • • r .

and in the light of the above structural imbalances and'trends , w« find
that it is tremendous. Huge investments, are needed to biiild new cities
and redirect urban expansion towards the desert, reclaim' new lands
for agriculture, renovate and expand the country's debilitated infrastructures
and housing stock, and irrigation system. But since'all these investments
constitute overheads, more investment must be plowed'in the commodity
sectors, in particular agriculture and industry. It is oh'the produce of
these sectors that people will be spending their incomes. This is a capital
costly undertaking. However, it must be done since, without it, there can
be no growth or development. r "î
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•• ;.v .; • î:.;' , . • -, : ■ ,■ >-:: .<

. ; i In the light of the above structural balance requirement,
as we LI as the rec ent trend towards capital-intensive techniques, v

Egypt's capital/output ratio ..has soared, recently to -a level of .5 or 6.
Normally, this ratio is in the area of 3 to 4-. There are also a number
of factors which would make us expect that it would rise further,

: amongst which is that many of the really capital-intensive projects
iniagricuLture,. energy and infrastructure are 3ti.ll at the study and
design level. .Besides , the prices of capital goods, mainly the construction
component, have shown a tendency to rise faster than other commodity
groups which would feed also the rising capital/output ratio (at current
prices); .-ij .-■■ . , . m, ,

•; ■ ,:'i' V- -, A Jo ■. . . ...- • ! ' i ,

i: ; v. rv The moral to be derived from this is that, in order for Egypt to
maintain the past rate of growth of 4- to 5 %, rit must allocate at least 30 %
of GNP to fixed investment. In 1979, the share of. investment was 27.7%.
This is by no.means a high rate of investment, but barely sufficient given
Egypt's- structural and growth requirements. In fact, it should qeach a
level of 35 % before the midceighties. , ,

• -i-'- •' ■ • ■ r- -:-;i iiiii,:

b) Output i' - . r. •• , j ■: . , .

Some undesirable and worrisome aspects about the pattern
of growth and structurai change of output must also be mentioned . The
key growth sector during this period was oil. Between T973 and 1979,
real output of oil increased circa fourfolds. At current prices, the
growth performance of this sector was even more astounding; its yalue
added increased from' less than 50 million L.E» to 2 ; 00 billion-L ; E . in
1979, and is estimated to have reached over 3 billion L .E. in 1980.—'

"■ *' U -"'J- i-i.i . - J'..!

I . # . . ....
" 1 •. • 1 ■' •• • •' -- 1 • •' ! i J j ' ' -, î. -, i : ' •- ,-v'i *

1/ See paper on Oil, Energy and the Egyptian Economy, by Essum Montasser
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other growth sector s were1: transportation - thanks to the
reopening of the Suez Canal - trade and finance, and tourism. These

. sectors showed very rapid growth almost equivalent, and sonietimes
even surpassing, that of the oil sector.—^ ;

: Thq total growth performance of the above-mentioned key
growth sectors is best illustrated by the fact that the combined income
of ï oil, Suez Canal, tourism and factor income from abroad (workers'
remittances) increased from less than 50 million L»E> in 1973 to over

5.CO billion L.E. in 1979. ■ ;

However, such a growth performance is in sharp contrast
with that of the commodity sectors other than oil. The growth of
agriculture declined to its lowest level in the post-second World War
period averaging less than 1.% per annum.during the period 1973-79.
At the same time, the manufacturing sector, while achieving a rate of
growth of 8 % per annum in. the years immediately following the 1973
October War, declined thereafter to a rate of circa 5 % in more recent

years. The initial rapid growth was mainly due to better capacity
utilisation resulting from more abundant foreign exchange supplies.
The more modest recent rate of growth is in line with the pace of
capacity expansion. New investments in manufacturing in the last two
years have been barely sufficient to make up for capacity decline through
depreciation.

Such a pattern of sectoral growth is no doubt unbalanced
and, if maintained, would be quite hazardous. Egypt is a textbook classical
economist with a huge pool of surplus labour. Growth of trade and other
services sectors could not absorb the labour force. Egypt must either
industrialize or find a massive outlet for its excess and rapidly growing

population and labour.

1/Nl figures grossly underestimate the growth of the trade sector and are
""current iy being revised by the Ministry of Planning.
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As for the slow growth of agriculture and particularly
food, it has reached serious dimensions. While domestic production
of food increased at a rate of barely 1 % per annum, in the last 6 or 7
years , domestic food demand increased at a much higher rate. The
result is that Egypt's net food imports in 1980 is estimated to have
amounted to S 3 billion,

3 - The internal and external balances and macro-management
* • '

... "F . - .

■>' The macro profile of Egypt improved tremendously in
recent years. :Most of the growth sectors mentioned earlier have
contributed positively to both savings and exports . The earnings of
petroleum, Suez Canal, tourism and factor services are all in
foreign exchange, i.e. they are export sectors, At the same time,
they provided a huge surplus to both the government and household
sectors, a major portion of which went into savings. Furthermore,
the upsurge in the profits of the trade and finance sectors and changes
in income distribution contributed greatly to a higher saving propensity,
Tax revenue also increased rapidly, as a result of growth in foreign
trade and the dynamics of inflation.

• L - C' V.. . i ' * • : . (j «.

Accordingly, while investment increased from 699 million
L.E. in 1973 to 3.8 billion L.E. in 1979, the gròwth of savings kept
pace with it, increasing from 481 million L.E. to 2.6 billion L.E,
The same relation and pace of change was also maintained between
imports and exports since the savings and foreign exchange gaps are always
equal ex post. Thus , we find that the share of the country's resource gap
in GNP increased from circa 5 % in 1973 to 10% in 1979.
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This is a moderate rise indeed given the exponential
growth in both investment and imports. The difference between the
rates of growth of real output of .4 to 5 %. and that of aggregate demand
of circa 30 % per annum was filled up by a çombinatioh of transfers (mainly
net fad tor payments from abroad) andforeign aid'on the one hand, and
inflation on the other. The average inflation r.ate during this period
was in the order of 25 % per annum.—^

However, the above-described macro picture hides as
much as it reveals as far as the real macro- condition and potential
of the Egyptian economy are concerned., The current picture could not
be sustained for long. Many of the growth and balancing factors
underlying it are litcely to slow down in the coming years. More
specifically, it is unlikely that the four maior growth and foreign

... i,'

exchange earners, namely : oil, Suez Canal, tourism and workers'
remittances, would achieve in the eighties the same real rate of growth
of circa 50 % per annum they achieved so far since 1973.,

Egypt's oil reserves can last only to the end of the eighties
given the current rate of production, unless , of course, massive new
discoveries are made. But no responsible person can advocate reliance
on such an eventuality for a country of Egypt's Size and production base.
Also, the past pace of labour emigration could not be maintained without

1/Official figures do not reflect such a rate of inflation because of
overestimation of real growth, underestimation of current prices
reflecting only administered price changes, and gross under¬
estimation of trade and distribution margins.
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flooding the Arab oil-rich countries with Egyptian labour, fhe same

principle applies to thç other two sectors whose revenue increased
from- 10 million L.E. to 2>00 billions in the span of seven years.

. 1 ; Now, if any eventual slow down in these past growth sectors
was not matched by a similar slow down in the growth of aggregate
demand i t lie, r e s ourc eTwou Id widen. In this case, foreign resource

inflowsv i.e., foreign aid, .must accelerate to fill the widening gap.
If foreign resources, available fell short of the desired level, it is
more likely, that investment would be curtailed, and,jthe rate,of growth
would have to suffer. With slackening government resources and
rising demands , resort to bank borrowing as a, means of finance would
increase, givin g inflation a further push forward.,. In summary, Egypt
would suffer-from a serious problem of stagflation without having the
capacity of western countries to pope with it.

In the light of this situation, Egypt mu^t embark immediately
on major reforms in its demand and supply management policies , and
system strengthening if it is to abort the actual occurence of the above
described scenario. The main directions and emphases of such a

reform programme would he ,

Firstly, to emphasize once again the commodity sectors,
-particularly manufacturing, in investment allocation, price setting
and other supply management*. It must be pointed out in. this regard
that, while achieving higher agricultural growth rate is a cornerstone
for Egypt's overall growth and structural balance, the maximum that
could be hoped for is for agricultural output to keep pace, with population
and food demand. However, this still leaves the task of acting as a growth
locomotive to manufacturing. This task has been carried out to a certain
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extent in the recent past by the oil and some services sectors. But those
sectors growth did not generate employment. The manufacturing sector
mu'st substitute for the expected deceleration in the growth of these sectors.

Furthermore, within manufacturing, the capital goods sectors
must be emphasized. Currently, the annual market for manufactured capital
goods is in the order of 2 billion L.E. Such a demand1 could not depend
whollv on imports creating a capital goods external gap in the billions
over and above the food gap (3 billions in 1980).' It is high time for
Egypt to move in the' higher, capital goods phase of'import substitution,

.» ■' •" ;,v' ' • ' 1 -ti

Secondly, with regard to the issue of public and private
sectors, currently the public sector, old and new, is totally, dependent
on the government for investment and expansion in general, given the
prevailing policies. In spite of all government efforts to provide the
necessary resources to the public sector, it still falls short by a wider
margin than what is needed. •'

In the light of this situation, the public sector must be given
autonomy to design policies ahd adjust to market conditions if it is to be
able to survive, compete and realize a surplus and accordingly auto-
finance.

However , while this is necessary, it is not sufficient. The
private sector must also be given maximum encouragement. Egypt's
investment needs in the coming years are immense. The public sector
and government could not satisfy the gap net only in financial resources,
but also in entrepreneurial capacity and managerial know-how. Maximum
contribution from the private sector needs to be solicited to complement
as well ás supplement public efforts and resources.
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The potential of the private sector is vast if given the
appropriate economic environment and incentives. Surpluses of
Egyptia» working abroad and at home run now in the billions. So
far, only a small proportion of these surpluses go to productive
investment, the remainder is directed to time deposits in banks

: ' ' I i

(mainly foreign) and the purchase of short-term financial assets.
Following appropriate and stable economic policies at home, and

,■: • . ■ : ■:

providing investment outlets would entice, larger proportion of these
surpluses to be invested in Egypt* This would not only provide resources
but also constitute foreign exchange inflows.

■

t ; ! /
i ■ i

Therefore, one can sav that government role is not to
choose Or1 discriminate against or for either public or private sectors.
But rather concentrate on unifying rules and laws for treatment of all
business sectors; fake th& Steps towards liberating the public sector
and make it operate business-like; rationalize fiscal, monetary and
other demand management policies. Talk.about selling the public sector
to private capital creates antagonisms and suspicions and serves no
national inter est.:

Thirdly, a more stringent fiscal policy is also needed.
The main line of reform here is that : government current expenditures
and transfers must be to the real essentials , while net tax revenue must

! ' - -, j r . . •* J ;

be increased to cover the bulk of public current expenditures.
'

• ^ • ' '■ i '
' : ' '' '' 1 ^

: \ '

Such a policy orientation would serve many purposes;
and it is in the light of these obfectives that the details of the components
and contents of the above-prescribed orientation of fiscal policy must be
designed. One, reduce the deficit in the current government budget
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and its dependency on the surpluses of other sectors including such
sectors as : petroleum, Suez Canal and social insurances which should
be looked uppn,as part of the business sector. By achieving such an
objective, there would be greater national savings to fihánce1'rapidly
growing investment, and there would be less resort to bank borrowing
as a,means of government finance, thus reducing inflationary pr'es sure s .

Besides , it would also leave greater bank resources to be allocated to
the business sector, and, accordingly, relieve the very binding domestic
currency bottleneck which has developed in the last few years . Such a
policy direction would also be part and parcel of granting greater
financial autonomy to the public business sector.

Two, design income tax policies - supplemented by
appropriate income and price policies - to achieve the equity objectives
One of the main positive achievements of economic and social policies

• - ■' • ' ' ' ' •

since 1952 has been the greater equalization of wealth and income
, distribution. Accordingly, all that is needed now is to prevent major

worsening in the pattern of change of income distribution. Such an
objective could be achieved easily through democratic policy instruments
particularly income taxes,

I .

,, Unfortunately, that is not what happened since 1973.
Substantial changes and wide fluctuations in prices of both factors

'•
. • ï '_ -■■ ■ ■ •. ; i-_ ■ . J. • ' j: ,

and commodities, unaccompanied by tax and other counterbalancing
policies, led to major worsening in the pattern of income distribution.
Such a trend must be contained, and, perhaps even redressed. Its
sustenance would be inviting surgical treatment before the end of
the eighties, And even in the short-run it represents an explosive
factor and thus undermines and threatens stability and continuity and
gives room to negative expectations.
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Another element in government fiscal policies related
to the income distribution equation is the pattern of expenditure
allocation .and decree of emphasis on social sectors. In budgetary allocations
greater emphasis than has been in the past must be given to such social

' 1 •' - ; ' iTufr y\-,y y.:
sectors as. education, health and social security. These sectors are

' " ' ' ' ' ' : ' ••• ''"l»'-'.,. . r- iitr J 7'j? -fit. »? -, i :] ■

instrumental in the allocation of human capital as a wealth asset. An
' J ' ' '' ' ' ' ' ■' ' v • i : ' Í : ' 1 ' '' ' ' ■ ; - ~ i : '■ • . ■ . ..

equitable pattern,of growth of human capital would constitute a maior
■' -' ' ••• f. • : ■ '. . ï " ! j ■ ■ > . > ■

underpinning of an equitable income distribution as well.
• ■•.."v.. A, 'j! , •

. • • 'i •• O;!' • '( V;/• . U I' -7

Fourthly , the last policy guideline is concerned with
■ * ' ' ' 1 '■* ' • ' I ' ■ ■ ' ' ! ' - h •> •/ i Í , • r. '*'*}• a''V .

income and price policies. Past government policies in this area have^

, •• *-î':<> :■/ •" .'iv f.

suffered from a number of inconsistencies. Une, as a means of curbing
inflation and maintaining the standard of living, particularly the low
income classes, the government resorted to freezing the prices of certain
consumer goods , and even reducing them absolutely. This dictum applied
to certain.agricultural commodities as well as industrial ones produced
mainly by the public sector.JS • - 1 ; ■ • ■ - \ ■" , , • , I y t

ii i,

While one definitely sympathizes with the objectives of
these policies , they could not be achieved by these means. The
freezing of the prices of these commodities or their downright
reduction in the face of an overall price rise, he.inflátion rate of

■ I ■ ï ... i ; s \ -
. / } *' <"! • ' j < • .Î ; ! ; í .• 'j: • / •.' > i - j ; fj '

, circa 30 %, accentuates tremendously the distortions in the structure
" •; • ' '' • ' ' [ ' • ' / ' Îr.- fi , j ; ' '-j /. \

of relative prices.. All production cost elements are rising, as well as
.the prices of uncontrolled goods; the reduction of certain commodity
prices means then either severe losses, worsening in their terms of
trade with other sectors and commodities , or a widening gap between
demand and supply. Even if losses or declining profit margins ox
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public enterprises could be tolerated, their whole economic calculus
is undermined, and they are being discriminated against vis-à-vis
their private sèctor competitors* Furthermore, the decline in the
prices of these commodities would, via its income effect, lead to a
rise in demand for other commodities, .particularly substitutes,
and thus would lead to a rise in their prices. In other words, the
inflation objective would have not been realized. If we add to this the
fact that reducing the price of a consumer good below the level needed
to clear the market - equate demand and supply - and in the absence of

•. ' 1 • : > ! Í ;

a rationing system, it would be a lucrative invitation for black
marketeering.

Inflation could not be tackled at the micro-lèvel, since it
is a macro problem. The rate of inflation could not'be brought down in
a sustained fashion as long as money supply and aggregate expenditure

: A : -v, • ; ' . r ' '

are increasing at rates of 30 and 35 % per annum. The starting point for
curbing inflation is fiscal and monetary policies, while micro policies
could then rationalize relative prices and profit margins.

Two , in the area of income policy, the government resorted
• ' ' • • ' • ' • I I , <• "J ' V i ' I ,

to raising wages in a number of fashions.. This is a welcome policy,
especially in the light of the systematic decline in the real wages of
fixed income groups, particularly in the government and' public sectors.
Eut, if this rise in wages is going to add to public expenditure without
; j . ■ . : : • : -ill ' i ■ ■ ' I ! ; . • • ■ - '

adding to receipts, it would create larger budget deficit, and greater
monetary pressures. Note here that a rise in tax receipts as a result
of inflation is s elf-defeating and could not be the aim õf any responsible
government..
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Realistically speaking, it is better to recognize from the
outset that, given the heavily protected nature of Egypt's price system
in the past, international inflation and growth objectives, a rate of
inflation of 10 % or even 15 % per annum would be tolerable in the
coming few years. Macro-policies should be designed on this basis.
As for income policy, it should be adjusted to the prevailing price
structure and its past growth pattern through a one-shot treatment;
after which income policy would be tied to a combination of cost
of living - real and not fictitious - and productivity. Neëdless to
say, the once and for all initial income adjustment is a substitute
to a major chunk of consumer subsidies. Controlled subsidies would
be maintalhed only for certain specific essentials and this would
dwindle gradually as a percentage of GDP and of government
expenditure.

ï To conclude , the difficulty with the above programme
of economic reforms is not that it is difficult to achieve. On the
■contrary, any of the above policv prescriptions is very much within
government reach, its difficulty is that it constitutes a consistent
whole, i.e. a package deal. To have any chance of success, all its
components must-be implemented simultaneouslv. Gradualism would

•

t • - y
be achieved through dosages and not through policy component
preferences and selectivity.

« •••'" <; • «;>■"'
. . . s ■ ■ ; • • ;' /• : I i

. , i i To,do this and design the appropriate dosage, monitor
results and adjust accordingly require a central planning and co¬
ordination body, technically efficient and hj.gh powered. This is a
political decision and not an administrative one.
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Economic mechanisms and system, strengthening

To design and implement the above programme, Egypt
must move simultaneously in the direction of building both its market
as well ás planning mechanisms. The two are complements and
essential and not substitutes. Rationalizing the market price: system
does not mean Laissez-faire; it could not be achieved by Egypt even

if it is an objective. It means that price administration and guidance
would be s pared-to'essentials on the one hand; and, on the other
hand, be in line with economic rationality and not in the opposite
direction. Done in this way ,. it would be able to perform its economic
functions properiv, and at the same time serve the political purpose
of its being an instrument of democracy and freedom.

At the same time, the type of planning prescribed here
is not mandatory comprehensive planning. It is a sophisticated tvpe
of indirect-development planning through a combination of demand and
supply management with macro-emphasis. Such a type of planning is
not only consistent with democracy, but, in fact, a pre-requisite
for its achievement. Furthermore, it is a sine qua non for an

accelerated development in Egypt given the country's factor
endowment. ■ - ' :

A last word about the political system is warranted.
Appropriate balance in economic policies requires a similar political
balance. In a democratic system, economic policies are the result
of interaction of a number of counterveiling forces , income groups

and interests. Any-political.domination of one group would make
economic policies reflective of its thoughts and interests.
Accordingly, balance requires widening of the political base as a
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reflection of the country's true power structure, trends of thought
and constituencies. This would not only bring more balanced policies,
but would also provide greater chances of implementation and success.

Lastly, it is a guarantee and safety valve against abuse, malpractices
and deviation from the appropriate path. It would streamline,
strengthen and vitalize the dominant political trend rather than
weaken or undermine it. It is only then that Hgypt would have built
a true system of democratic socialism which would make it a model
worthy of emulation.



STATISTICAL APPENDIX

(supporting tables)
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Table 1

Resource Balance (L.E. millions)

1974 1978 1979

GDP (at factor cost) 4197 9008 11938

Indirect Taxes 552 1563 1841

Subsidies -410 -900 -1370

GDP (at market price) 4339 9671 12409

Imports of goods and non factor services 1616 3626 5804

Exports of " " " -890 -2130 -3905

Total Resources 5065 11167 14308

Final consumption 4090 8085 10496

Public 899 2012 2375

Private 3191 6073 8121

Gross Investment 975 3082 3812

Gross Fixed Investment 685 2666 3402

Public 617 2213 2587

Private 68 453 815

Changes in stocks 290 416 410

—
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Table 2

Gross Domestic Product at constant 1975 factor cost
(in million L . E . )

1973 1978 1979

Agriculture 1339 1528 1587

Mining (other than oil) 13 20 23

Oil and oil products 117 427 471

Manufacturing 762 1048 1156

Electricity- 39 103 108

Construction 121 336 347

Transportation & Communications 175 534 620

Suez Canal (3) (201) (246)

Trade and Finance 666 1062 2044

Tourism
67 121 120

Other services 1048 1353 1447

Government (566) (777) (837)

T otal 4342 6532 7065
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Table 3

Gross Domestic Product at current factor cost

(in million L„E.)

1973 1978 1979

Agriculture 1062 2286 2688

Mining (other than oil) 9 23 27

Oil and oil products 47 626 1908

Manufacturing 632 1296 1451

Electricity- 44 98 102

Construction 87 59 651

Transportation & Communications 168 688 895

Suez Canal (1) (294) (423)
Trade and Finance 483 1535 1944

Tourism 55 167 190

Other services 941 1779 2081

Government (502) (1085) (1293)

Total 3526 9008 11936
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Table 4

A Consolidated Government and Public Sector Current and Capital
Accounts (in million L . E.)

Government Sovereign Receipts
Indirect taxes

Foreign trade taxes
Other

Direct taxes

Personal income taxes
Business profits taxes
Other

Non-tax government current receipts
Public sector surpluses
Public economic sector's urplu s

Transferred profits
Investment auto-finance

Social insurance surplus
Changes in stocks
Total public revenue (resources)
Government current expenditures

Central & local government services
Public authorities deficits
Subsidies
Interest on public debt

Public investment expenditures
Total public expenditures
Overall public resource gap

Sources of finance:
External (net.)
Domeaiic (act)

Banking system
Postal savings
Domestic bonds
Residual financing

1974 1978 1979

846 2295 2814
532 1563 1841

(231) (920) (904)
(321) (643) (937)

197 613 743
(33) (52) (55)

(143) (538) (659)
(21) (23) (29)
97 119 230

757 1643 2077
33* 1Ò12 1351

(188) (539) (1001)
(150) (473) (350)
245 381 456
174 250 270

1603 3938 4891

-1457 3270 4208
-899 2012 -2875
-87 -185 -229

-410 -900 -1370
-61 -173 -234

-771 2725 -2851

-2228 5995 -7059

-625 2057 -2168

508 626 543
117 1431 1625
219 809 1148

18 25 21
2 26 51

-122 571 405
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Table 5

Balance of Payments - Current account (in million L.F^)

1974 1978 1979

Commodity balance -773 -2114 -2286
Exports 710 1218 2814

Oil ~9B 576 2ÔÔ0
EGPC 73 382 1315
Foreign Oil Companies 25 194 685

Imports -1483 -3332 -5100
Oil -214 -211 -541
Intermediate goods -182 -75 -170
Foreign Oil Companies' Imports -32 -136 -371

Non-factor services balance 47 618 387
Receipts 180" 912 1091

Tourism 110 475 42Õ
Suez Canal 210 412

Payments -133 -294 -704
Factors services balance 50 964 804
Receipts lTT 1103 1761

Workers' remittances ~97 1231 1548
Investment income 34 72 213

Payments -81 -339 -957
Interest payments -~5T -173 -294
Foreign oil Companies' transfers -20 -166 -663

Balance of payments on current account -676 -532 -1095
(Oil sector) riisr ~190 796

Memo-itemization of commodity exports and imports
Exports : raw cotton 261 136 243

processed cotton 144 130 187
Total agriculture 337 242 382
Total manufactur es -280 375 -432

Imports : Wheat and flour -327 -467 -540
Total agriculture (mainly food) -428 -854 -1173
Total intermediate goods -620 -929 -1376
Total capital goods -207 -944 -1619
Total consumer goods -193 -425 -591
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Table 6

Current Account Balance
Transfers
Autonomous capital flows

Direct investment
Official loans (net)

Drawings
Repayments

Private loans (net)
Suppliers' credit

Drawings
Repayments

Other (net)

Balance of autonomous capital
plus current account

Balance of Payments loans and grants

"Unallocated payments

Monetary capital movements
Commercial banks
Bilateral payments
Central Bank (net)

1974 1978 1979

-163? -1415 -1572
42 54 tx

156 1528 2181
87 387 710

-21 1028 1034
(140) (1202) (1208)

(-161) 4-174) (-174)
90 113 437
70 83 428

(295) (684) (998)
(-225) (-601) (-570)

20 30 9

-1440 167 697

1261 809 72

-874 -504 -462

1053 -472 -307
584 -494 -.101
-28 -35 -59
497 57 -147

Source of data : Ministry of Planning and World Bank reports




